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In this research, two different 1800 MPa grades of press-hardening steel were investigated; one
with 0.30 wt% and the other 0.32 wt% of Carbon. The suitability of an austenite decomposition
model after cooling and the effect of short tempering times after quenching on the final
mechanical properties was examined. To assess the austenite decomposition model, both
materials were subject to a variety of constant cooling and resulted in a mixed-phase of bainite,
martensite, and ferrite. The Gleeble experiments were simulated using LS-Dyna and a thermalmechanical-microstructural model. In the second investigation (Part II – Short Cycle
Tempering), both steels were fully quenched in the Gleeble to produce a fully martensitic
microstructure and tempered at temperatures ranging from 100 to 700 °C and times of 0.5 to 15 s
For both experiments microhardness tests were conducted on the specimens and a FESEM was
used to characterize and quantify the resultant mixed-phase microstructures.
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1 Background and Literature Review
1.1 Press Hardening of Boron Steels
Press hardening of 22MnB5 steel is a mature and widely accepted metal forming technology that is
used to reduce vehicle weight while maintaining occupant protection during a crash. Press hardened
parts can produce as-formed components with tensile strengths of 1500 MPa and greater. These press
hardened parts are mainly used as reinforcement members within a vehicle body-in-white (BIW)
structure. [1]. The demand for increased fuel economy has led to vehicle design with increasingly
lower volumes of steel. The structural integrity of the vehicle must be maintained, and to supplement
this decrease in steel use, research into high and ultra high strength steel development has been
motivated. Lower strength conventional steels are being replaced with higher strength advanced high
strength steels in vehicle structural applications [2].
Press hardening was first developed by a Swedish Company, Plannja, and was used to create saw and
lawn mower blades [3]. Some of the first press hardened parts in commercial vehicles were
developed by Saab Automobile Ab. The implementation began around the late 1990s, with much
expansion in the field occurring in the late 2000s [4]. Press hardening can be divided into two
different techniques, one being direct press hardening and the other being indirect press hardening. In
direct press hardening, a blank is austenitized in a furnace before being transferred to a cold die,
where it is simultaneously formed and quenched. In indirect press hardening, a part is cold formed to
near final geometry, then it is austenitized and subject to a quenching and calibration operation within
a cold die. The main objective in press hardening is to increase the tensile strength of the steel by
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inducing a full martensitic transformation in the part. Figure 1 shows different steel types and
compares the elongation versus the tensile strength.

Figure 1: Mechanical properties of 22MnB5 and CCT Diagram, adapted from [5]
Boron steel is the most commonly used press hardening material. The most common grade of boron
steel is 22MnB5, which results in an as-formed tensile strength of 1500 MPa. This steel has the
ability to quench harden, which greatly improves the tensile strength by allowing a fully martensitic
phase transformation at moderate quench rates. The strength increase through quenching is done by
heating this material to a temperature above the 𝐴𝑐3 and holding it for a sufficient amount of time to
austenitize the steel and then quenching to room temperature at a rates greater than 30 °C/s within the
die as shown by the continuous cooling transformation (CCT) diagram for 22MnB5 in Figure 1. The
final part created after quenching has high strength due to the martensitic microstructure and is
therefore very effective when used for intrusion protection within the Body in WHITE [6].

1.1.2 Phase Transformation in Press Hardening Boron Steels
Three different kinds of phase transformations exist; diffusion-dependent with no change in phase
composition or number of phases presents, diffusion-dependent with changes in phase compositions
or number of phases, and diffusionless phase transformation where metastable phases are produced.
2

Quenching of heat treatable boron steel involves the diffusionless transformation of austenite into
martensite. The critical cooling rate is the minimum rate of continuous cooling required for the
diffusionless transformation of austenite to martensite. [7]
Austenite is the face-centered-cubic (FFC, gamma iron) phase and is not stable below the eutectoid
temperatures unless cooled rapidly. The critical temperatures range for hypoeutectoid steels are
between 𝐴𝑐1 and 𝐴𝑐3 , know as the intercritical temperatures. Between these temperatures the alloy
exists as austenite and ferrite. Steel must be heated above 𝐴𝑐3 in order for the entire microstructure to
transform into austenite, after which quenching can occur to transform the microstructure from
austenite into the other phases. Ferrite is a body-centered-cubic (BCC, alpha or delta iron) form of
iron. Alpha ferrite is stable at room temperatures and transforms into austenite at high temperatures.
Delta ferrite has the same structures as alpha ferrite and is stable at high temperatures. Alpha ferrite
forms from slow cooling of austenite and is caused by the rejection of carbon by diffusion.
When steel with a carbon content of at least 0.5% w.t. is heated to 815 °C with sufficient holding
time, the carbon will be dissolved in the interstices of the FCC crystal. If cooling is slow enough, the
transformation from FCC to BCC of the crystal begins. This begins to occur when temperatures drop
below the 𝐴𝑐3 . Carbon atoms have minimum solubility in the ferrite or alpha crystal lattice and during
slow cooling the alloy returns to its equilibrium state in terms of the phases present. Magnetic
changes occur at 770 °C when iron carbon alloy is converted to austenite by heat, and a large
absorption of heat occurs at the transformation temperature. [8]
𝑀𝑠 is the martensite start temperatures where martensite begins to transform and continues during
cooling until the martensite finish temperature (𝑀𝑓 ) is reached. When the alloy is cooled rapidly
carbon atoms cannot escape from the iron lattice. This results in a distortion of the lattice, and if
3

cooling is fast enough martensite is formed. This structure is an aggregate of iron and cementite and
is an alpha phase. The austenite to martensite transition does not involve diffusion and no thermal
activation is needed. Martensite forms nearly instantaneously when the required low temperature is
reached. The FCC gamma austenite transforms into a BCT unit cell. Martensite is metastable and is
unreactive at room temperature. [9] [8]
Bainite is formed at cooling rates slower than that for martensite formation and faster for that of
ferrite and pearlite. Two kinds of bainite exist, upper and lower bainite. Upper bainite generally forms
at temperatures between 550 and 400 °C. When the carbon concentration in the austenite is high
enough, cementite nucleates as discrete particles or discontinuous stringers at ferrite/austenite
interfaces. As the carbon content increases, the cementite filaments can become more continuous. At
very high carbon contents, the bainitic ferrite laths are finer with the cementite stringers more
frequent and continuous which can be described as 'feathery' bainite. Lower bainite generally forms at
temperatures between 400 and 250 °C and the precise changeover temperature between upper and
lower bainite depends on carbon content in steel. [10]

1.1.3. Effect of Microalloying Elements on Mechanical Properties in Press Hardening Boron
Steels

The final properties of the steel after press hardening are mainly dependant on the carbon content. By
increasing the carbon content, the strength of the material can be improved, but the ductility will also
decrease. Alloying elements such as Mn and Cr have a small influence on the strength of the material
after quenching. The main affect of these elements is on increasing the hardenability of the steel [6].
Boron is another element which influences hardenability as it retards the transformation of eutectoid
phases from austenite, by “poisoning” the nucleation sites for these phases at the austenite grain
4

boundaries. This has an effect of pushing the bainite window CCT diagram towards the right as
shown in Figure 1. Other alloying elements include Co, Si, Ni, Mo, and W. These alloying elements
play a roll in enhancing strength and hardenability through transformation strengthening. Combined
with carbon, these elements can aid in increasing the hardness of a stamped steel [2].
In work by Ali et al. [10] the influence of C, Cr, and Ni were evaluated with respect to cooling rate.
Mechanical properties of different steels with varying levels of C, Cr, and Ni cooled at 60, 1 and 0.01
°C/s were evaluated. It was found that higher contents of C and Cr showed lower transformation
temperatures than steel with higher Ni content as well as reduced grain and lath size. The results of
cooling at three different cooling rates for the two different alloyed UHSS can be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2: SEM micrographs of UHSS A (a-c) and UHSS B (dd-f) with cooling rates of 60 (a,d), 1
(b,e) and 0.01 °C/s (c,f)

Jarvien et al. [11] studied the role of Ti and V when combined with Cr and Mo in UHSS press
hardening steels. The microstructure properties where analyzed after die quenching and a bake
hardening heat treatment. It was found that Ti and V could provide grain size refinement by forming
stable nanosized precipitates. Improvements in bendability where confined to two V-microalloyed
5

steels that lacked Al-Ti-B additions. The conclusions made were that combining V with either Cr or
Mo, improved mechanical properties in this experiment.

1.1.4 Higher Carbon Press Hardening Steels
Developments in vehicle light-weighting have led to implementation of press hardened 1800 MPa
grades of steels within vehicle BIW structures. In an 1800 MPa boron steel, the improved strength is
a direct correlation to increased carbon content [12].
Tokizawa et al. [13] proved that adding Ti content to 22MnB5 may increase the tensile strength and
combined with rapid, low temperatures can create steel grades with tensile strengths up to 2000 MPa
were achieved. In this same study, they concluded that conventional 22MnB5 press hardening
process parameters can be used to produce 1800 MPa grades of press hardened parts.
In research performed by Hikida et al. [14], the tensile strength and toughness of 22MnB5 was
improved by increasing the carbon content and refining the prior austenite grains. The resulting
microstructure had smaller austenite and martensite grains compared with conventional sheets. The
change in austenite and martensite grain size can be seen in Figure 3 where the conventional and
developed steels are compared.
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Figure 3: (a) Microstructures for 1800 MPa sheet and (b) application to automobile bumper, adapted
from [14].

Yi et al. [15] where able to increase the tensile strength of a boron steel to 1880 MPa while
maintaining 16% elongation by using a steel with a carbon content between 0.2 and 0.4 wt.%. The
Mn content of this steel was also between 5 and 8 wt.%, giving the material an austenitation
temperature between 790 and 840 °C.
For a 2000 MPa grade of press hardening steel, Taylor et al. [16] found that a high quench rate
resulted in a complete martensite transformation within 1.5 s. They found that this also correlated the
lath size to increased strength for a 38MnB5 steel, which also showed greater microstructural
homogeneity when compared to 22MnB5.

7

1.1.5 Intrinsic tailored blanks

Figure 4: Flow diagram of blank tailoring strategies, adapted from [17]

Intrinsic tailoring of blanks can be performed during the heating and/or cooling of a press hardening
process. Blank tailoring can be used to add ductility into a structural component for improved crash
worthiness by controlling the heating and cooling parameters. Having areas of lower strength and
greater ductility on a B-pillar has been proven to improve energy absorption. In Figure 4, intrinsic
tailored blanks can be seen in the third row of the flow diagram, below “Manufacturing of functional
optimized components” and beside “Tailor Welded Blanks”. Tekkaya et al. [18] examined the partial
austenitization strategies which can occur during the heating of the steel in the press hardening
process. Specific areas of the sheet metal were kept at lower temperatures to prevent martensitic
microstructure development while other parts were kept above the austenitization temperature.
During cooling, the die can be used to change the cooling rate on the surface of the blank. These
tailoring procedures can be performed with a locally heated tool as seen in a study by Bardelcik et al.
[19] or a blank as seen in a study by Liang et al. [20]. These processes can be used to influence the
cooling rate to change the volume phase fraction produced when austenite is slow cooled to room
temperature.
8

1.1.5.1 Tailor Die Quenching
Tailored die quenching is the procedure in which the time-temperature profile of a blank during
forming and quenching is controlled by regulating the cooling conditions and the heat transfer from
the die to the blank. A small temperature difference between the die and the blank can result in a
slower cooling rate and the development of a different microstructure. Mori et al. [21] analyzed tailor
die quenching’s ability to produce sheets of UHSS with strength distribution. Local portions of the
heated sheet were quenched by holding grooved tools at the bottom of the blank during stamping.
The grooving tool created non-contact areas and the strength in the contact portions were therefore
higher due to the quenching. In another study by Mori et al. [22] by pass resistance heating was used
to heat the blank to various temperatures. A hat shaped part with a hardness of 500 HV20 around the
corners and 280 HV20 everywhere else was formed.
In research done by Oldenburg et al. [23] tools were heated and cooled to use this effect and regulate
the heat transfer from the blank to the tools. This resulted in varying microstructures with different
mechanical properties. Channels can also be cut into the tool surface to create an air gap between the
blank and tool to reduce the corresponding heat transfer coefficient. This was modelled by George et
al. [24] and the resulting mechanical properties simulated. This method only works for indirect hot
stamping. Images of the die with cooling channels included can be seen in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Die with segmented tools which include cartridge heaters and cooling channels to induce
tailored quenching, adapted from [24]

In research done by Prajogo [25] in-die heating was used to locally modify quench rates and therefore
the resulting microstructure to produced tailored properties in a top hat cross-section side impact
beam. This work was later modified for a thesis and numerical simulations of a three-point bend
experiment using LS-Dyna of this part were simulated and used to predict the crash performance of
the beams [26].
In research conducted by Omer et al. [27], four configurations of tailored hot stamping conditions
were created where the tool was partitioned into zones what were either heated or cooled. This
method proved to create tailored microstructures on an axial crash member, confirmed using Vickers
hardness measurements. Using the Akerstrom material model in LS-Dyna to predict the final
hardness of the model was predicted and compared with the fabricated parts. The four tailoring
configuration of the axial crash members can be seen in Figure 5.
Field et al. [28] used direct contact heating to produce a part where the microstructure was precisely
controlled. This was mainly possible due to the different thermal effusivity of steel and ceramic
regions on the heating die. The final part produces had a mixed ferrite/ martensite microstructure.
10

Figure 6: The tailored and non-tailored axial crash members investigated by [27]

1.1.6 FEA Simulation of Phase Decomposition
It is now commonplace to simulate press hardening operations using finite element (FE) analysis.
These FE models utilize coupled thermal-mechanical-microstructural constitutive models, which can
predict austenite decomposition based on steel composition. One such model, *MAT_244
(*MAT_UHS_STEEL) within the commercial FE code LS-Dyna. This mode is based on Kirkaldy’s
rate equations [29] and was implemented by Akerstrom and Oldenburg [30]. The model was adjusted
for the addition of Boron by [30] to better simulate phase decomposition during press hardening of
boron steels. This model has been successfully used and calibrated to predict the sub-critical cooling
rate phase transformations for 22MnB5 by a number of authors [30] [31] [32]. In the work mentioned
previously by ref [27], the activation energies in this card where optimized using LS-Opt to better
predict the final phases and hardness.
The Kirkaldy rate equation states that the rate at which austenite decomposes into martensite is based
on the effect of the alloy composition 𝑓 (𝐶 ), the effect of the temperature 𝑓(𝑇), the effect of the
current fraction formed, 𝑓(𝑋𝑖 ), the effect of the austenite grain size 𝑓(𝐺). In the function for the
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effect of current fraction formed, 𝑋𝑖 represented the fraction of the phases for bainite, austenite,
pearlite, and ferrite.

The function 𝑓(𝑇) is affected by the activation energy 𝑄𝑖 , which is a parameter that can be adjusted
to change the resulting volume phase fraction in LS-Dyna and was done so by [27].

As part of research in [28], an FEM model was produced to simulate the measured results and the
simulation used empirical first-order austenitization models developed from constant heating rate
dilatometry measurements carried out in a Gleeble Thermal Mechanical Simulator 3500. This
information was used to simulate the phase hardness of the final material. Bardelcik et al. [33]
simulated the in-die quenching of a blank using a Gleeble Thermal Mechanical Simulator 3500 to
investigate deformation during press hardening. The heating profiles used in the Gleeble experiments
where imposed in LS-Dyna to model phase decomposition.

1.2 Martensite Tempering
Martensite is a very hard phase with a high yield and tensile strength but low ductility. Tempering is
a heat treatment that can be used to improve the ductility and toughness of a press hardened steel part
at the expense of the material strength. The purpose of tempering a press hardened high strength steel
is to improve the toughness of the material. Improved toughness can be represented through increased
elongation, improved yield strength, and decreased hardness. These improvements allow the high
strength steel to absorb more energy during a crash situation and is very applicable to automobile
12

body-in-white (BIW) structural components. In Figure 4, martensitic tempering can be found in the
last row of the flow diagram under specific annealing strategies.
High Strength Steels (HSS) and Advanced High Strength steels (AHSS) can be composed of a
number of phases. These are martensite, ferrite, bainite, and retained austenite. Press hardened steels
are considered Ultra High Strength Steels (UHSS) due to their fully martensitic microstructure. Press
hardened parts benefit from high strength, minimal springback, but reduced ductility when compared
to their cold formed counterparts. For vehicle crash applications, the fully martensitic parts could
benefit from local areas where ductility is improved. One such method of introducing softer regions
is to temper the martensite by heating the martensite and causing the transformation of martensite
into tempered martensite, which has a a lower strength, but higher ductility and toughness [34] [35]
[6].

1.2.1 Tempering of Martensite
Tempering occurs when martensite and possibly retained austenite microstructures are heated to
temperatures below the 𝐴𝑐3 . Untempered martensite is super saturated with carbon in iron, making
these microstructures unstable at higher temperatures and begin to decompose when heated. Carbon
atoms are ejected from the supersaturated martensitic phase creating tempered martensite, ferrite, and
carbide precipitates. This is realized through heating to a temperature below the eutectoid temperature
(730˚C) for a sufficient period of time. Tempering can be carried out isothermally at temperatures
from 250-650˚C. Tempered martensite, 𝛼-carbide, and cementite are by-products of tempering. Light
and electron microscopy have been used to observe four separate stages of tempering. Each different
stage of tempering has an impact on the final microstructure of the tempered material [35] [36].
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1.2.1.1 Stage I Carbon Segregation
Between 80-200˚C, the segregation and redistribution of carbon atoms takes place into lattice defects
[35]. These defects can include dislocations, lath boundaries, and prior 𝛾 grain boundaries. These
sites are all lower energy. Around 90% of the carbon is redistributed during the material cooling
below the Ms temperature with a carbon content of 0.2%. Above 0.2% C, the carbon can be held in
defect free regions. Transitional 𝜀-carbides (e-Fe2.4C) can also begin to form at temperatures as low
as 100˚C [37].

1.2.1.2 Stage II Carbide Precipitation
Temperatures during this stage can range from 200-300˚C. Extremely small spherical carbide
particles become uniformly distributed when the steel contains more than 0.2% C. 𝜀-carbide can also
form producing orthorhombic structures isomorphous with transition metal carbides of the M2 C type
(M can represent a number of alloying elements). This phase is eta carbide. Cementite, Fe3 C,
transforms at temperatures above 250˚C and is also known as theta carbide. The cementites create
lath-like platelets which later form spheroidal particles that rapidly coarsen at higher temperatures.
These cementite particles are mostly located at the boundaries of ferrite grains formed by recovery or
recrystallization of the martensite grain boundary. Cementite, due to its orthorhombic shape can
cause tempered martensite embrittlement [38].
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At lower temperatures the carbide particles can appear plate shaped. Carbide formed at higher
temperatures is more spheroidal in shape, these particles can be seen to decrease in size and increase
in number with increased tempering temperature and time [7] [39].

1.2.1.3 Stage III Decomposition of Retained Austenite
At temperatures between 250-350˚C, the interlath film like retained austenite decomposes into ferrite
and cementite. This only occurs after the transitional carbides (𝜂-carbide, 𝜀-carbide) are well
established [7].
1.2.1.4 Stage IV Recovery and Recrystallization
The defects of the martensite microstructure begin to recover, and cementite begins to form a coarse,
spheroidal structure. At temperatures between 350-600˚C. The decrease in carbon content in the
martensite as well as the annihilation of grain boundaries and random dislocations results in
formation of ferrite. The ferrite grains grow with further tempering with a plate like appearance.
Cementite spheroidizes and coarsens unless certain steps are taken to avoid this [40]. And
recrystallization of the ferrite matrix can occur at 600-700˚C. Around these temperatures alloy
carbides also begin to form. The higher the carbon content of the steel, the less rapid the recovery of
the matrix occurs. This is due to the carbide particles inhibiting the migration of the grain boundaries
[38]. The general trend of martensite softening as tempering temperatures increase is likely due to the
recovery and recrystallization of martensite which begins to transform into equi-axed ferritic grains
as carbides precipitate out of the metastable martensitic microstructure [35].

1.2.2 Effects of alloying elements on Mechanical Properties During Tempering
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Adding alloying components to steels has proven to increase the stability of different phases, most
notably austenite. The alloying elements can also slow the diffusion of carbides to maintain some
hardness in materials. Different alloyed steels and processes have been used to optimize the final
results of the tempering process.
Alloying elements such as manganese (Mn) have been found to delay the growth of cementite
particles during later stages of tempering due to Mn partitioning between cementite particles and
martensite [41].
Nickel decreases the ductile‐to‐brittle transition temperature by promotion of a cross‐slip of
dislocations in the ferritic as well as martensitic structures [44]. In a study by Krawczyk et al. [45], an
increase in nickel content in structural steels was found to decrease 𝜀-carbide concentration after
tempering at 200 °C. The impact resistance of the steel with higher Ni content increased, which was
found to be caused by nickel hindering nucleation of M3 C carbides.
Silicon (Si) and Aluminum (Al) are also used to supress precipitation of cementite during tempering
process. Silicon plays a larger role in retained austinite stabilization and is used often in high carbon
TRIP steels [46]. Aluminum also plays a role in density reduction and solid strengthening. Niobium
(Nb) and copper (Cu) strengthen the matrix using the precipitation strengthening affect and combine
with nearby iron or carbon.
Tempering needs to be used to make full use of the precipitation effect of Nb and Cu in alloyed
steels. Niobium can refine the microstructure by slowing down the austenite recrystallization and can
strengthen the matrix by forming nano-sized carbide precipitates (precipitate strengthening affect).
Molybdenum (Mb) is added to help strengthen the precipitates and the solution. The precipitates such
as ε-Cu can generally inhibit the recovery of the dislocations by the pinning effect. This in turn can
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slow down the effects of decomposition and can slow down the softening of the microstructure.
Copper also has a significant precipitation strengthening effect by the formation of FCC ε-Cu
precipitates when aging at temperatures between 500-700˚C [47].

1.2.1.5 Carbide Precipitation
Epsilon carbide precipitation in steel martensite can occur in the first stage of tempering initiation.
These carbides can be found within the laths during quenching for steels with lower Ms temperatures.
Around temperatures as low as 80˚C, 𝜀-carbides, a transitional carbide phase, can form cementite.
These carbide particles nucleate in the closely spaced defects, creating needle shaped precipitates at
certain temperatures. These particles grow larger and become rod shaped at increased times and
temperatures. These rods can also later form into a more disk-like shape [34] [48].
Distribution of coarse carbides can introduce brittle fracture modes [7]. The distance between
carbides can be a determining factor in affecting material toughness. Increased temperatures are
found to decrease carbide critical size and therefore fracture at these sites. Carbides in the form M3 C
should be suppressed to reduce the effects of embrittlement. Facture can occur along grain boundaries
and carbides due differences in hardness, a negative effect of secondary hardening during tempering.
The formation of needle like carbides have been shown to possibly increase toughness of a material
where rod-like 𝜀-carbide can dramatically worsen overall properties [48] [49].
Understanding carbide precipitation is very important when trying to increase the toughness of a steel
due to the brittle fracture mode coarse cementite can create. The addition of Si can help to supress
formation of 𝜀-carbides during low temperature tempering. Silicon can also delay transformation of
𝜀-carbides to cementite. This was seen by Ju et al. [40] in their research. Other alloys such as Mo and
Cr combine with existing carbides and slow the softening through the cementite precipitation growth.
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Controlling the carbide precipitation can help to create steels with higher or lower hardness after
tempering. Fine carbides can precipitate in the martensite matrix during tempering at 425˚C for 30s
[49].
Cementite, or iron carbide, is a transition metal carbide with the formula Fe3 C. It has an orthorhombic
crystal structure and is hard and brittle. In carbon steel, as austenite transforms into ferrite, cementite
is produced, or from martensite during tempering. Cementite can increase strength but decrease
toughness as it is very hard and brittle. Cementite adds to the secondary hardening in the tempering
processes.
The addition of substitutional Si atoms (∼ 2 wt%) has proven to be able to modify the tempering
characteristics of martensite. Si acts as a barrier for cementite growth due to the diffusion of Si within
the ferrite matrix and the further enrichment of interface ferrite-cementite in the later stages of
tempering. Steel with a large amount of Si that has been tempered finds an increased amount of 𝜀carbides in the matrix compared with other precipitate. Two conditions influence the affect Si has on
the rate of cementite precipitation; the amount of Si the cementite inherits from the parent phase, and
the presence of dislocations which reduce the available carbon content for precipitation and growth
[46].

1.2.3 Autotempering
Autotempering occurs during the quenching process. The martensitic transformation begins at M𝑠 and
finishes at the M𝑓 temperatures. These two temperatures ranging between 400˚C and 250˚C
respectively. Tempering occurs when the first martensite forms just below the M𝑠 temperature and is
subject to a high enough temperature and a slow cooling rate. The release of the latent heat of
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martensite causes transformation at the M𝑠 temperature. This leads to the development of
autotempered martensite during quenching or cooling. Autotempering was not found to adversely
affect the fully hardened properties of the final steel product. In a study by Matsuda et al. [50], the
change in adding Cr and B to a martensitic steel in relation to autotempering was examined. The steel
was heated to 1093 K, held for 180 s and cooled at 10 K/s to 773K and held for another 90 s before
cooling to room temperature at a rate of 10 K/s. The tensile strength increased from 1050 MPa to
1180MPa due to this addition of different alloys. In this study the hardness of martensite was found to
be dependant on the M𝑠 temperature. Matsuda et al. found that increasing the carbon content can
lower the M𝑠 temperature. This can lead to the decrease in the hole expansion ratio with increasing
tensile strength. The addition of Cr and B allowed the M𝑠 to remain high, improving the hole
expansion ratio and increasing the softening. Higher M𝑠 leads to auto-tempering during the cooling
after martensitic transformation, and to a decrease in the difference of hardness between the ferrite
and martensite. Hardness variations of martensite in well tempered steels through auto-tempering
may contribute to an improvement in ductility and may decrease workhardening. In Figure 7, SEM
micrographs of well tempered and less tempered martensite are presented for comparison. In work
conducted by Jarvinen et al. [51], the effect of the paint baking treatment of 170 ˚C for 20 mins on
30MnB5 and 34MnB5 was studied. They found carbide rich regions within martensite lath to be
evidence of auto-tempered martensite within the microstructure. In later work produced by Jarvinen
et al. [11], a paint bake cycle was applied to five differently microalloyed 34MnB5 steels. The bake
hardening treatment improved the postuniform elongation values, which was concluded to show a
trend of improved ductility.
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Figure 7: SEM micrographs of auto-tempered material before and after deformation. (a) Before
deformation. (b) After deformation. [50]

1.2.4 Hardness testing
Hardness testing can be performed to determine steel softening during tempering. This can help to
support microstructure findings and determine relationships between tempering time and temperature
and resulting hardness. Hardness testing can give some insight into the material’s mechanical
properties [52]. Lu et. al [53] approximated the hardness of the welded area using the JMAK
equation. Resistance spot welding was used in this case; therefore this was a non-isothermal process.
The JMAK equation was then modified based on the additive rule. The minimum hardness (H∞) due
to complete tempering of martensite was determined by a heat treatment of base metal at 650 °C for 1
h in a conventional furnace. Vickers hardness was measured along the centerline of the tested coupon
with a load of 500g. Ten hardness measurements were taken for each tempering condition tested.
Vickers microhardness measurements where found in a number of other tempering studies using
loads from 200g-1kg and dwell times of 15s. The amount of Vickers measurements taken ranged
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from12-25 [54] [55] [56] [37] [57] [46] [40]. Ju et al. [40] made a note of taking indents 3 mm away
from the sample edge to avoid any decarburisation from the heat treatments.
1.2.5 Rapid Tempering
1.2.4.1 Resistance Spot Welding
Resistance spot welding, due to the heating of the microstructure in a specific area to a high
temperature for short amounts of time, can cause tempering. The effects of tempering during spot
welding has been studied to quantify the extent to which the microstructure softens. The observations
made from the resulting tempered microstructures of resistance spot welding gave insight into the
possibility of tempering to be used as a tailoring treatment. Baltazar Hernandez et. al [55] used
resistance spot welding to characterize non-isothermal tempering or dual phase steel and study effects
tempering had on the carbide precipitation. The effects on hardness of isothermal and nonisothermal
process were also compared. Each specimen tested was tempered at 650˚C using a resistance spot
welder. The rapid tempering caused diffusion of carbon atoms into lath boundaries, grain boundaries,
block boundaries, and dislocations, creating the dominant precipitate of cementite. The precipitated
cementite in the non-isothermal tempering created Fe3 C, Mn3 C, and Cr3 C type carbides. The effect of
the increased Cr and Mn content played a role in softening. The fine cementite and additional alloys
led to decreased softening in comparison with the lean martensite structures. The non-isothermal
tempering resulted in a hardness drop of about 30 HV and the isothermal tempering a higher hardness
drop of 78 HV and 118 HV was measured for tempering held for 300 and 5400 seconds.
Lu et. al [53] modelled the non-uniform temperature gradients experienced during RSW leading to
the subcritical HAZ. The model was able to predict surface electrode indentation, nugget size and
local hardness. A 3-D coupled electro-thermo-mechanical model incorporating an improved electrical
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contact resistance formula was developed for use during welding on an AlSi coated hot stamped
boron steel which accurately predict the local sub-critical HAZ softening. The AC1 and A𝐶3 where
found using a Gleeble and were chosen to be between 350-650˚C. The tempering time ranged from
0.2-10s. It was found the softening kinetics at low temperatures occur more slowly. The hardness was
reduced by 8.7% when tempered at 350˚C for 10s, while during high tempering temperatures the
hardness dropped in the sub critical HAZ by 37. Overall, the predicted value corresponded well with
the experimental data, especially at high tempering temperatures. It was found in another study by
Biro et al. [58] that carbide nucleation in M220 steel was very fast and could be observed at low
temperatures for short tempering times as represented in the data by Lu et. al and demonstrated by the
poor fit for data points at low temperatures and short times, as seen in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Inconsistent data in relation to low tempering temperature and time, adapted from [53]

1.2.4.2 Laser Tempering Effects on Microstructure
Laser welding is the process of joining parts where the energy source to melt the materials being
joined is the laser beam. Tempering occurs during laser welding which alters mechanical properties
of the resulting part. Laser welding can produce local heating below the melting temperature of the
steel and can result in lower hardness and increased ductility.
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In a paper by Gunnardottir and Basurto [59], 22MnB5 press hardening steel was induction tempered
to soften the microstructure and allow for self-piercing rivet application. Self-piercing rivets can be
used as a mechanical fastening process for joining sheet metals. To pierce the boron steel, it has to be
first softened locally with a laser which causes deformation. The softening of the microstructure
decreased in similar magnitudes and were within an average of 20 Vickers hardness measurements
for each corresponding temperature compared with the data collected during these experiments. The
four temperatures were (492, 684, 745, and 798 °C) and a tempering hold of 0.5 s.
Zhang et. al [56] analyzed the microstructural changes in the HAZ and fusion zone of a FLW on
DP980 steel at 6kW. They used a Gleeble to validate these results in the HAZ and fusion zone. A
heating rate of 200˚C/s, with peak temperatures of 373K to 1473K and holds of 0.5 s before water
quenching. The most relevant phase transitions induced by the FLW included the formation of new
martensite grains in the upper-critical HAZ and fusion zone. There were two softened zones in the
sub-critical HAZ where the hardness was recorded as 280HV. The Gleeble results showed at peak
temperatures the minimum hardness was 225HV.
Kim et al. [60] used laser tempering on fully hardened tensile boron steel coupons. They found laser
tempering gave a uniform temperature distribution on the metal surface and that hardness
measurements and tensile tests confirmed improved ductility in the heat affected area. In 3-point bend
and axial crush tests the laser tempered press hardened steel showed no cracking.
Saha et al. [37] performed tests on a martensitic steel using different tempering modes using a Fiber
Laser Welding (FLW) and Diode Laser Welding (DLW). Samples from the sub-critical HAZ were
prepared for analysis. The growth kinetics of the precipitate carbides were suppressed when the
samples were rapidly tempered using the FLW. The FLW samples showed more dispersed finer
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carbides. Samples subjected to a DLW showed the highest recovery of dislocations due to greater
heat input and higher tempering parameters. Overall rapid thermal cycles showed less ferrite grain
recovery. Higher dislocation density was retained due to the shorter temper times. The strength of the
dislocation density was found to be higher than that of the precipitation strengthening in tempered
martensite. Rapidly tempered martensite was shown to have higher precipitation strength.
1.2.4.3 Induction and Resistance Tempering
Gleebles are often used for comparison or simulation of welding experiments. Gleebles can be used
to precisely control experimental parameters such as temperature and time to accurately simulate
welding procedures and to observe the effects of tempering. Heating in a Gleeble can be described as
resistance heating. Induction heating is a process where electromagnetic induction is used to heat an
electrically conductive material [61].
Ahn et al [62] found that cementite particles began to change from needle shape to spheroidal shape
around 600˚C with a tempering time of 40s in a Gleeble. With insufficient time, the matrix softening
included dislocation annihilation and recovery, resulting in a slower rate of softening at high
temperatures. When tempering at low temperatures, 300-500˚C, the small inter-particle spacing of the
rod-shaped cementite particles would hinder the movement of the mobile dislocations. This was
observed after the material had undergone some strain. The yield strength was higher at lower
tempering temperatures for the induction heated steel compared with conventionally tempered steel in
this study.
In work done by Hedegard and Aslund [61], hot-formed martensitic boron steel was subjected to
induction tempering before spot weld welding was investigated. The purpose of this work was to
reduce local strain and cracking of HAZ after spot welding. Induction tempering was performed to
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distribute strains and avoid localization around welds. High strain rate 3-point drop tower tests were
performed on a full scale B-pillar with tempered flanges which showed promising results in
improving energy absorption and reducing crack initiation.
A paper produced by Lee et. al [63] saw delayed carbide formation at higher temperatures and a
nucleation of small carbides at 450°C for 15 s in a 0.45C steel. High frequency induction tempering
was used to heat the samples at 50 and 70 °C/s for 15s hold times. The size of the carbides decreased
and the spheroidization increased as the tempering temperature increased, and strong carbide forms
Cr and Mo produced nano sized carbides. As the temperature increased so did the carbide forming
elements. Induction heating reduced the tempering time for carbide spheroidization.
Biro et al. [58] used a Gleeble 3500 to better explore the relationship and characterise the rapid
tempering process as it happens in a martensitic steel in DP steels. In the literature there is a variation
from what is recorded experimentally and what is calculated for the JMAK values. The softening
kinetics were derived from a series of rapid isothermal experiments designed to allow for the
calculation of the tempering activation energy and rate exponent. It has also been found in other
research that the JMAK model is unable to adequately model the low temperature softening data. It
was postulated that the discrepancies were due to multiple processes occurring during tempering, it
was tempering related to carbide nucleation and growth could be split into Stage I and Stage II
softening. For the first stage of softening, the JMAK exponent n, agree with the literature for particle
nucleation on dislocations. The carbide nucleation stage was found to occur very quickly, as
tempering was experimentally observed and recorded for short tempering times and with tempering
values less than 420˚C. Martensite continues to decompose as tempering time increases. This is due
to ferrite recrystallization, grain growth, and softening associated with carbide growth. It was found
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that the process which dominates softening in Stage II is carbide coarsening. Stage II of softening
was found to be inconsistent with literature values for the JMAK exponent and activation energy.
Sackl et. al [64]. Observed some small, spherical carbides suggesting cementite refinement at higher
temperatures. Induction heat treatments where used on heat treatable 42CrMo4 steel. They observed
for rapid (2 s) tempering heat treatments of up to 700°C limit dislocation recovery, thereby providing
increased nucleation sites for the formation of fine, dispersed cementite particles. This reduction can
provide increased nucleation sites for the formation of fine, dispersed cementite precipitates. Several
very coarse irregular shaped carbides can also be observed within the microstructure of both samples.

Figure 9: Schematic drawing of the microstructural evolution of heat treatable steel (a) after
induction and (b) conventional hardening and (c) after induction and (d) conventional hardening and
tempering. Adapted from [64]

Saha et al. [37] also subjected the tested material to induction heating in a Gleeble. The samples were
heated at a rate of 100 ˚C/s to a temperature of 495 ˚C and held for 1s. The samples heated in a
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Gleeble exhibited a comparatively less tempered structure when compared with the laser welded
samples and had more finely distributed carbides. Elongated carbide precipitate shape was found in
the Gleeble heat treated samples as well as less recovery and a higher amount of dislocation density
retained. These samples also had more constant hardness values due to less softening of the boundary
area, and higher precipitation strength contributions to overall strength.
Judge et. al [65] performed experiments to understand tempered martensite embrittlement during
quenching and tempering. Short cycle tempering to overcome tempered martensite embrittlement was
used and were performed in a Gleeble using press hardening steel received from ArcelorMittal. it was
found that for cycle times from 300-400°C for 1 s, hardness measurements were more greatly varied
than in the conventionally tempered counterparts of the same hardness. The toughness was enhanced
using this method.

1.3 Research Intent
In this research two steels with higher carbon contents than are currently being used commercially were
studied. The steels in this research have been designated as steel A, referring to the steel with lower carbon
content, and steel B, referring to the steel with higher carbon content.
A series of experiments were performed on both steels and are outlined in the following section. These
experiments have been designated as Part I and Part II. Both experiments involved subjecting blanks cut from
sheets of both steels to two heat treatments in a Gleeble thermal mechanical simulator. Both experiments
explored the affect of heat treatments on the resulting microstructures and hardness of the steels in question.
The affect of the heat treatments on the two steels were compared for the same heating conditions.

1.3.1 Part I – Austenite Decomposition Model Optimization
The first series of experiments performed in this research involved imposing critical cooling rates on both
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steels in the Gleeble thermal mechanical simulator. The resulting hardness of each quench condition was found
and the area phase fraction for each condition was quantified. The cooling rates and chemical compositions of
the steels where then imposed in the FE software LS-Dyna in the card *MAT_244. Using LS-Dyna the volume
phase fractions of phases for each quench rate and steel were predicted. The predicted volume phase fractions
were compared with the measured area phase fractions from the experiments. The predicted volume phase
fractions from LS-Dyna were improved by comparing them to the values found for the quantified area phase
fractions by adjusting the activation energy parameter of ferrite and bainite ( 𝑄2 and 𝑄4 ). This experiment was
performed on both steels and the predicted LS-Dyna values were improved for both steels.

1.3.2 Part II – Short Cycle Tempering
The second experiment performed on both steels involved imposing two heating cycles in the Gleeble thermal
mechanical simulator on the steel blanks. The first cycle austenitized the blanks to create a fully martensitic
microstructure. The heating profile was provided for the material by the industry partners. The second heating
cycle involved imposing short cycle tempering heating profiles on the austenitized blanks. The tempering
temperatures ranged from 100 to 700 °C and the tempering times ranges from 0.5 to 15 s. The resulting
microstructures for both materials were characterized and the evolution of carbides was observed. The
softening response for both materials was found through hardness measurements, and the resulting softening
for both steels compared.
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2. Experimental Methods
2.1 Materials and Equipment
Two steels with different carbon contents were studied in this work. Below is an explanation of the
materials and equipment used to conduct the experiments in this work. The steel which contains a
lower carbon content will be referred to as Steel A. The steel containing a higher carbon content will
be referred to as Steel B.

2.1.1 High Carbon Ultra High Strength Press Hardening Steel
Both steels used in this research had a high carbon contents and are designated as Ultra High-Strength
Steels (UHSS) post press hardening and were supplied by Ford. The nominal thickness of the sheets
which blanks were made from for experimentation for Steel A was 1.7mm. The nominal thickness of
the sheets were for steel B were 1.6mm. The chemistry of both steels can be seen in Table 1. The
carbon content directly impacts the martensitic strength of the steel. Both steels have more carbon
present than the conventional grade of 22MnB5 (0.22 %C) press hardening steel. The remainder of
this section will include the equipment and methods used to prepare the specimens for the Gleeble
Thermo-Mechanical Simulator (or Gleeble for brevity) experimentation and metallographic
observation.
2.1.1.1 Steel composition
To determine the chemical composition of both materials, ICP (Inductively Coupled Plasma) analysis
was conducted. This technique was used to determine the chemical composition of both steels used in
this research. In this process, steel is first dissolved in acid and the vaporized with a plasma torch.
The elemental composition of the material is then identified using atomic emission spectroscopy. The
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samples where analyzed by Element Materials Technology in Cambridge Ontario. The analysis
adhered to ASTM standards (D1976-18Mod and E1019-18). The ICP chemical analysis
results can be seen in Table 1.
Table 1: ICP analysis performed by Element Materials Technology on Steel A and B
Al

C

Cr

Cu

Mn

Mo

Nb

Ni

P

S

Si

Ti

V

Steel
A

0.042

0.30

0.36

0.01

0.58

0.20

0.044

0.39

0.009

<0.005

0.56

0.020

<0.005

Steel
B

0.033

0.32

0.31

<0.01

0.61

0.15

0.044

0.36

0.012

<0.005

0.57

0.021

<0.005

2.1.1.2 Gleeble Blank Geometry
The blank geometry for the purposes of the Gleeble experiment had to be designed in order to
minimize the heat gradient along the length of the specimen. The length of the sample was made to
be the maximize length that could fit in the Gleeble. The width of the sample for the purposes of the
experiment were based on the dimensions found in [33]. The blanks were created from as-received
steel sheets and cut with a mechanical shear. Two ¼ inch diameter holes were then drilled with a
space of 157mm apart from each hole center. Both holes were drilled in the center of the blank. The
center of the blanks as well as the areas surrounding the holes were sanded to remove the coating to
improve contact between the blank, the thermocouples, and the gleeble grips.
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2.1.1.3 Metallographic Preparation Materials
To prepare the heat-treated blanks for metallographic observation, they were first hot mounted in
Struers conductive phenolic mounting resin. After this, the samples were polished to a mirror finish.
The chemicals used to do this were Stuers DiaPro diamond suspension solutions. Three different
suspension solutions were used. The suspensions used were 9 µm, 3 µm, and 1 µm, which correspond
with the three polishing steps used in the sample preparation. Nital etchant was used after polishing
had been completed to identify the composition of phases of the microstructure for each different heat
treatment condition. A 3% nital solution was used to etch the hot mounted specimens for 2-20
second. The ASTM standards followed related to etchant nital are described in E407-07 Etchant #74s
procedure for Iron based steels [66]. The application of nital allowed for the microstructure of the
steels to be observed in a field emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM).

2.1.2 Equipment
2.1.2.1 Machinery
For the creation of the blanks a metal shear was used to cut pieces of the specified dimensions from
the sheets of both steels. A milling machine was then used to drill holes on either side of the blank a
specific distance from the center. A milling machine was used to achieve precise tolerances for
experiment repeatability and heat gradient consistency.
2.1.2.2 Gleeble Thermo-Mechanical Simulator
A Gleeble 3500 was used in this research to heat treat the blanks. The Gleeble is able to precisely
control the heating and cooling temperature-time profiles imposed on the specimens. For this
research, a Gleeble was used to heat and cool the blanks very precisely for three different heating and
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cooling cycles. These conditions, in conjunction with the Gleeble, were used to mimic heating and
cooling cycles which may be seen in industrial application of press hardened steel. A quench head
was also designed for the Gleeble to improve the repeatability and consistency of the experiment.
2.1.2.3 Dynamic Systems Inc. Thermocouple Welder
Thermocouples were welded to the center width and length of the samples for each experiment setup.
To do this, a thermocouple spot welder was used. One wire was first clamped vertically in the welder,
and the sample placed below. To prepare a sample, first the hood of the machine was covered and
then the start button pushed. The thermocouples then dropped onto the samples are were welded in
place.
2.1.2.4 FEI Quanta 250 Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope
To obtain high-resolution micrographs of the microstructure of the material after heat treatment, a
FEI Quanta 250 FE-SEM was used. Micrographs of up to 40000x magnification were obtained using
the FE-SEM. These micrographs were then used to identify the phases present in the final
microstructure as well as the carbide state. The phases identified in the micrographs were ferrite,
bainite, and martensite.
2.1.2.5 Clemex MMT-M7 Micro-Hardness Tester
All hardness measurements were carried out using a Clemex MMT-M7 Micro-Hardness Tester. The
load for each test conducted was 1000g. The hardness measurements from this machine are given
Vicker’s hardness.
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2.1.2.6 Precision Saw
A Struers wet cut saw was used to cut the steel strips into small pieces without damage the surface
through heat caused by friction. It also allowed for precise locations along the blank to be cut.
2.1.2.7 Struers Hot Mounter
A Stuers hot mounting machine was used to hot mount each specimen to prepare it for metallographic
analysis. The specimens were mounted in electrically conductive Polyfast resin to allow for
observation in the FE-SEM as it is conductive.
2.1.2.8 Polishing System
A Struers LabPol-20 polisher holding a LaboForce 50 semi-automatic polishing head was used to
grind and polish the surface of the specimens to a mirror finish. The speed and pressure of this
polisher can be adjusted and it can polish up to four specimens at once.
2.1.2.9 Ultrasonic Bath
After each polishing step, an Ultrasonic Bath was used to clean each specimen. The specimens were
submerged in 99% ethanol and cleaned in a minimum duration of 5 minutes in order to remove any
diamond suspension particles which may contaminate the next polishing procedure. A Fischer
Scientific M1800 1.9L Bath was used for this step.

2.2 Experimental Procedure
Below the procedure used to prepare and post process the samples is outlined. Please note that the
Gleeble was used to conduct the experiments for Part I (Austenite Decomposition Model
Optimization) and Part II (Short Cycle Tempering) of this work.
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2.2.1 Gleeble Experimental Methodology
In these experiments the Gleeble was used to simulate the temperature-time profiles for Part I and
Part II of this work. The Gleeble used for these experiments can be seen in Figure 12. The samples
are heated using direct resistance heating, allowing for slow to very fast heating rates. Quenching is
also very controlled through the application of back heating when over quenching is applied. For both
experiments the blanks were first mounted in the mounting grips. Two different mounting grips
designed for use in the Gleeble were applied for different situations in the experiments. For both
experiments hot mount grips were used to heat the samples. Hot mount grips allow for reduced
surface area contact between the blank and grips, allowing for a more uniform heating profile in the
blanks. For the tempering experiment, copper grips were used. Copper grips allow for higher
conductivity between the grips and blank. This allows for more precise heating. Both grips had small
metal pegs which allowed for the blank to be secured by placing the metal pegs through the drilled
holes in the blank on each grip.
Once the blanks were secured in the grips, the grips were placed in the Gleeble. The setting “run” was
selected on the Gleeble interface and then the “mechanical setting” was selected. Using an adjustment
tuner, the apparatus that holds the Gleeble grips was adjusted until the Gleeble grips were flush with
the apparatus and a slight load to account for specimen buckling during heating could be applied. The
load applied was 0.02kN and was adjusted by pulling the blank using the mechanical adjustment
tuner. Once the blanks were secured with an applied load the thermocouples welded to the Gleeble
were attached to the apparatus to record the blank temperature. After this the Gleeble door was closed
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and the chosen program was run. This command was executed using a computer and the program
Quiksim.
Quicksim was used to program the heating and quench parameters for the experiment. Quiksim was
used to control the heating in temperature per minute increase. Each rate was coded as a different
command in the program. A hold was represented as no rate change for the hold duration. Quenching
was represented by turning the quench on. Quench 1 represents air while Quench 2 represents water.
The cooling rate was input in the program, and the pressure the quench produced was adjusted using
a pressure valve. The Gleeble applied backheating to adjust the temperature the thermal couples
recorded. The current and therefore input heat is adjusted by the temperature recorded by the
thermocouples.
In both simulations steel A and B were subject to the same heating profiles to compare the resulting
hardness and microstructure in Part I and Part II of this work.
2.2.1.1 Part I - Constant Cooling Rate and In-Die Heating Simulation
In Part I of this work, both steel A and B were austenitized and the quenched within the Gleeble in
order to determine the effect of cooling rate on phase transformations. The phase distribution of the
Gleeble processed specimens is then quantified and the values are used to optimize a phase
decomposition model. This section describe the Gleeble experiments only.
In these experiments, blanks were quenched at 5 different cooling rates. The Gleeble was used to
heat, austenitize and quench the blanks. Based on the Gleeble experiments by Bardelcik et al. [33],
the blanks were heated at a constant rate of 17 ˚C/s up to 600˚C, then heated at 5 ˚C/s up to a
temperature of 900˚C. The temperature was then increased to a maximum of 977˚C in 4 min and 20
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s. It is important to note that this heating an austenitization profile applied to Usibor 1500, a grade of
22MnB5. Upon austenitization, four continuous cooling rates were imposed on four separate blanks
made from Steel A and B. The continuous cooling rates used were 2.5, 5, 10 and 50 ˚C/s as shown in
Figure 10. A non-isothermal quench condition was also imposed to simulate the thermal cycle of an
in-die heating tailoring process. Two blanks were cooled at 18 ˚C/s and both held using a die
temperature of 700˚C. Two different hold times of 4 and 8 s were used to simulate the temperature
during in-die heating. This temperature-time schedule was based on FE simulations of the in-die
heating process as outlined in [67] and shown in Figure 11. The samples created using the 4 and 8
second hold will be referred to as ATM1, ATM2, BTM1 and BTM2 respectively. The nozzles of the
quench head were oriented so that the spray was directed perpendicular to the length of the blank,
producing a more even quench condition along where the thermal couples were positioned. A small
tensile pre-load of approximately 0.3 kN was also applied to the blanks during heating in order to
prevent buckling. The thermocouples were placed directly in the center of blanks for both steels and
hot grips were used for all cooling conditions. The specimen was then removed for metallographic
examination.

Figure 10: Quench Profiles acquired from the Gleeble for steel A (right) and steel B (left)
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Figure 11: In-Die heating simulation curves, adapted from Bardelcik et al. [33]

2.2.1.2 Part II – Short Cycle Tempering Experiments
In Part II of this thesis, the Gleeble was used to investigate the effect of tempering temperature and
time on fully quenched steel A and B specimens. Hardness tests and metallography was conducted on
the Gleeble processed specimens.
Prior to conducting each tempering test, the Gleeble was used to process (create fully martensitic
microstructures) the blanks using the press hardening temperature-time schedule according to the
measured profile from a production line roller hearth furnace. This heat profile is intended for use on
both steels for the purpose of producing press hardened parts which replicate the production process.
For the press hardening and subsequent tempering simulations within the Gleeble, a small tensile pre37

load of 0.3 kN was applied to the blank in order to prevent buckling due to thermal expansion when
the blank was heated. The heating rate was set to approximately 23 °C/s and the final temperature
prior to quenching was above 900 °C. The blanks were heated for approximately 6 minutes. After this
austenitizing treatment, the blank was quenched using water to room temperature to ensure a fully
martensitic microstructure was produced. In industrial applications air quench would be preferred as
water quench my produce finer microstructures. But for the purposes of producing a fully martensitic
microstructure water quenching was deemed suitable. The quenched specimen was then removed
from the Gleeble and the thermocouples were replaced with a new set of thermocouples. This was to
reduce the chances of thermocouples becoming unattached during the short cycle tempering. The
specimen was then placed back into the Gleeble for the tempering treatment. Micro-hardness testing
and metallography was then conducted on the tempered specimen.
The tempering temperatures used in this study were; 100°C, 200°C, 300°C, 400°C, 500°C, 600°C,
and 700 °C. The holding time at each temperature was also varies at approximately 0.5, 1, 2, 5, and
15 s. Once the tempering temperature was reached, the samples were held for the required time after
which the blanks were water quenched to room temperature. Back heating was turned off during this
process to reduce the chance of melting of samples near the grips. The measured temperature-time
profiles for each tempering temperature can be seen in the appendices.
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Figure 12: Gleeble Thermal-Mechanical Simulator

2.2.2 Specimen Preparation
For both Part I and Part II, the Gleeble processed blanks were cut with a precision wet saw into strips
at the center of the blank where the thermocouple was located. The strips which were cut from the
blank were than hot mounted with the cross sectional area of the center part of the strip facing down.
The specimens were then plane ground starting with a Stuers 80 grit MD-Piano abrasive disc. Then
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the specimens were each polished with 3 different polishing cloths and diamond suspension solutions.
The first polished required 9 µm diamond suspension polish at 300 RPM polishing speed for 5
minutes with an applied force of 20 N. Next 3 µm diamond suspension solution was used at a
polishing speed of 300 RPM for 5 minutes with an applied force of 20 N. The final polishing step
included 1 µm diamond suspension solution at 300 RPM polishing speed for with a 10 N polishing
force.
Before each polishing step, the specimens were cleaned with 99% ethanol in an ultrasonic bath. The
specimens were placed in the ultrasonic bath for a maximum of 5 minutes to prevent contamination
of suspension particles on successive polishing cloths.
After the specimens had been polished and cleaned they were etched using 1.5% nital solution.
Etching was conducted in order to observe the steel microstructure. The samples were cleaned with
99% ethanol to prevent over etching.

2.2.3 Hardness Evaluation
All of the specimens created in both experiments were also prepared for micro-hardness analysis.
The specimens were hot mounted and polished as described in the previous section. Micro-hardness
measurements were taken with a Clemex MMT-M7 micro-hardness tester with a 1000 g load.
Measurements with this instrument were taken on each mounted sample through-the-thickness of the
specimen. The hardness of each indent was automatically measured using the Clemex software.
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2.2.4 SEM Microstructure Evaluation
After the completion of specimen preparation and etching all samples were observed using a FESEM.
2.2.4.1 Part I - Phase Area Fraction Quantification
For Part I of this work, the Gleeble processed steels A and B were observed using the FE-SEM. High
resolution micrographs were created for phase area fraction quantification. Three different images at
a magnification of 4000x (549 x 394 µm) were used to quantify the area fraction of each phase for all
the specimens. Image analysis software was then used to manually delineate the various phases in the
SEM micrographs and quantify the area fractions as shown for example in Figure 13.

Figure 13: A post processed phase area quantification image with the original micrograph for
comparison. The image pictured above is from TM2 for Steel A. The white is martensite (M), the red
is bainite (B), the blue is ferrite (F), and the green is coarse bainite

2.2.4.2 Carbide Observation
For Part II of this work, the specimens tempered at 300-500-700 °C for 0.5, 1 and 15 s hold times
were prepared for metallographic analysis. A specimen that did not undergo tempering was also
prepared for examination. The FE-SEM was used to create high resolution micrographs. These
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micrographs were taken at 20000x and 40000x magnification for observation of the tempered
martensite microstructures.

2.2.5 LS-Dyna Simulation
For Part I, the cooling rates imposed in the Gleeble experiments were imposed on a single four noded
shell element created in LS-Dyna to simulate the experiments. Both steel A and B were simulated
and the predicted area phase decomposition was determined. The experimental cooling curves
(Figure 10) were applied to the element as a thermal boundary condition. The measured chemistry in
section 2.1.1.1 of both materials was used as input for the press hardening material model
(*MAT_244) card and the remaining material model parameters were set to the default values as
recommended by LS-Dyna. Upon completion of the simulations, the element history variable data
was used to extract the predicted volume fractions and hardness for each cooling rate and steel
chemical composition simulated.

2.2.5.1 Optimization Study
The results from LS-Dyna were manually optimized to produce similar results to the metallurgical
observations. The activation energies of ferrite and bainite, 𝑄2 and 𝑄4 , were changed until the results
began to converge. Convergence was based on the percent error between the simulated area fraction
and observed area fraction for the three constant cooling rates 2.5˚C/s, 5˚C/s, and 10˚C/s, reaching the
minimum comparable value. The final optimized values of 𝑄2 and 𝑄4 were found for steel A and B.
The activation energy for ferrite in LS-Dyna affects the resulting bainite area fraction, but the
activation energy of bainite does not affect the final values of ferrite. The value of 𝑄4 was changed
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until all percent errors began to approach a minimum comparable value. The effect of 𝑄2 was most
pronounced on changes in ferrite area fraction with small changes in the activation energy.
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3. Results and Discussion
This section will outline the results and provide discussion related to both parts of the research. First, Part I
will cover the optimization of the austenite decomposition model us to simulate press hardening in LS-Dyna.
Second, the effect of the short cycle tempering treatments (Part II) on hardness and microstructure for both
steels will be presented and discussed.

3.1 Part I - Austenite Decomposition Model Optimization
3.1.1 Hardness Results
3.1.1.1 Steel A Critical Cooling Rate Hardness Results

Figure 14: Critical cooling rate average hardness results and hardness standard deviation
Figure 14 shows the average Vickers hardness results taken from each sample. With the exception of
the 2.5 ˚C/s and 10 ˚C/s specimen, the repeatability of the hardness measurements was more
consistent. Upon conducting metallographic analysis, the measured scatter for the 2.5˚ C/s specimen
was most likely due to localized regions of large grains within the multi-phase microstructure. This
would result in individual tests indenting mainly a single phase rather than a mixed phase grain
microstructure. Similar properties can be seen in the sample quenched at 10 ˚C/s as well as similar
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variation in hardness measurements taken. Later metallography showed a microstructure mainly
composed of lath martensite with areas of ferrite and bainite within the martensite. The sample
quenched at 2.5 ˚C/s had an average hardness of 325 HV and a standard deviation of 14 HV. The
sample quenched at 10 ˚C/s had an average hardness of 382 HV and a standard deviation of 11 HV.
The repeatability of the hardness improved with quench increasing quench rate and resulted in an
average hardness of 389 and 549 HV for the 5 and 50 ˚C/s tests, respectively. The average hardness
of the TM1 and TM2 samples were found to be 403 and 407 HV, respectively.
Table 2: Steel A critical cooling rate hardness results
Quench Condition
TM1
TM2
2.5 ˚C/s
5 ˚C/s
10 ˚C/s
50 ˚C/s

Average Hardness
398
403
339
389
382
549

3.1.1.2 Steel B Critical Cooling Rate Hardness Results

Figure 15: Critical cooling rate average hardness results and hardness standard deviation
In Figure 15 the average Vickers hardness results of the critically cooled specimens for Steel B can
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be seen. The repeatability of the hardness measurements improves with the quench. The samples
from TM1 and TM2 show the largest hardness variation compared with the other samples cooled
below 50 ˚C/s from Steel B. The hardness for TM1 and TM2 are 320 and 326 HV respectively.
Metallographic analysis of the microstructure in the FE-SEM revealed large areas of martensite and
ferrite grains leading to varying hardness when indenting. A similar variation in hardness can be seen
in the samples quenched and 2.5 and 5 ˚C/s, though not as large. The hardness of the sample
quenched at 2.5 ˚C/s had an average hardness of 306 HV and a variation of 11 HV. The hardness of
the sample quenched at 5 ˚C/s has an average hardness of 347 and a variation of 14 HV. The hardness
of the sample quenched at 10 ˚C/s has an average hardness of 537 HV and a variation of 9 HV. The
hardness of the sample quenched at 50 ˚C/s has an average hardness of 559 HV and a variation of 4
HV. The variation of the TM1 and TM2 samples are both 18 HV.
Table 3: Steel B critical cooling rate average hardness results
Quench Condition
TM1
TM2
2.5 ˚C/s
5 ˚C/s
10 ˚C/s
50 ˚C/s

Average Hardness (HV)
320
326
306
347
537
559
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3.1.1.3 Steel A and B hardness results comparison

Figure 16: Average hardness results for Steel A and B – I would also include error bars for these?
Why is your x-axis missing?
A comparison of the average hardness results can be seen for Steel A and B in Figure 16. The average
hardness of Steel A is greater than that of Steel B for TM1, TM2, 2.5, and 5 ˚C/s. The hardness of
Steel B at the quench rate of 10 and 50 ˚C/s is greater than that of Steel A. The percent carbon in
Steel B is higher than in Steel A which leads to greater hardness as the quench rate increases. Due to
the chemistry of Steel A, at the lower quench rates the steel maintains a higher hardness. Results from
observations under an FE-SEM show at the lower quench rates large grains of bainite within the
microstructures of Steel A. In Steel B, the dominant phase found was ferrite, which would be the
main factor contributing to the difference in hardness of both steels at low quench rates. The
difference in variation between both materials also reveals the difference between phases expressed
in the microstructure. The samples from Steel A where dominated mainly by bainite, leading to more
repeatable hardness measurements. In contrast, Steel B had more equal areas of each phase
constituent. This would affect the variance in Steel B and increase the inconsistency of hardness
values recorded. Steel B softens more than Steel A, which would make it more attractive for use in
tailoring operations.
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3.1.2 Microstructure Results
3.1.2.1 Steel A Microstructure Results
The average percent area phase can be seen in Table 4. The values in this table represent the average
area phase fraction found through the manual post processing of 3 images of each sample of 4000x
magnification. These results represent the percent of each phase found for each quench condition.
Table 4: Critical cooling rate microstructure average area phase results for Steel A. Represented in ()
is sample error.
2.5 ˚C/s

5 ˚C/s

10 ˚C/s

50 ˚C/s

TM1

TM2

Bainite

70 (5)

67 (5)

67 (7)

-

59 (7)

45 (7)

Martensite

17 (2)

29 (7)

32 (8)

100

37 (8)

51 (7)

Ferrite

13 (4)

4 (2)

1 (1)

-

4 (2)

4 (1)

The microstructure of the 2.5 ˚C/s test consists of bainite (70%), ferrite (13%), and martensite (17%)
as shown in Figure 17a. and c. and quantified in Table 4. In the resulting microstructure for this
cooling rate no pearlite was observed. The ferrite observed is a flat and featureless constituent, while
the martensite grains form at grain boundaries (and junctions) and have lath-like characteristics.
Bainite appears in the microstructure of this quench condition as both coarse and fine carbides within
the ferrite matrix. The fine carbides observed in this microstructure can be described as upper bainite
(B). Upper bainite appears as fine carbides oriented along a common direction and dispersed through
out the bainitic ferrite matrix. The coarse bainite observed in this microstructure is similar to that of a
granular bainite (GB) phase, which is characterized by either martensite or retained austenite (M/A)
within a ferrite matrix [33]. The carbides appear as large rectangular shaped islands of martensite
oriented along a common direction within the ferrite matrix.
The microstructure of the sample quenched at 5 ˚C/s consists of a refined grain distribution of bainite
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(67%), ferrite (4%) and martensite (29%) as shown in Figure 17. Compared to the 2.5 ˚C/s test, the
bainite area fraction in nearly unchanged, while the ferrite content is reduced and the martensite
content increases. The increase in martensite content resulted in the increase in measured hardness for
this specimen. The majority of the bainite observed is that of an upper bainite (B) type, while the
amount of GB has decreased, as has the size of the GB grains.

Figure 17: SEM micrographs for resulting quench conditions of 2.5 ˚C/s and 5 ˚C/s for Steel A
The microstructure of the sample quenched at 10 ˚C/s consists of bainite (67%), ferrite (1%) and
martensite (32%) as shown in Figure 18 a. and c. This microstructure is similar to the microstructure
observed for the 5 ˚C/s specimens and can be confirmed by the similar hardness of both. The
martensite and bainite grains appear to have formed at the prior austenite grain boundaries, which
resulted in a large and uniformly distributed grain structure. There was very little GB observed.
The microstructure of the 50 ˚C/s test was martensitic as shown in Figure 18 b. and d. This aligns
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with the high measured average hardness of 549 HV. The martensite appears as mostly lath-like with
a few grains consisting of finely distributed carbides. These carbide rich regions may be evidence of
auto-tempered martensite within the microstructure. In work conducted by Jarvinen et al. [51], the
effect of the paint baking treatment of 170 ˚C for 20 mins on 30MnB5 and 34MnB5 was shown to
produce tempered martensite. The tempering process resulted in the formation of fine iron carbides
within martensite laths that appear similar to those observed in Figure 18d.

Figure 18: SEM micrographs for resulting quench conditions of 10 ˚C/s and 50 ˚C/s for Steel A
The microstructure of TM1, seen in Figure 19 a. and c., is composed of martensite (51%), bainite
(45%) and a small amount of ferrite (4%). TM2, seen in Figure 19 b. and d., consisted of martensite
(37%), bainite (59%) and a small amount of ferrite (4%). Some GB was observed for both material
conditions, with the TM2 GB microstructure consisting of a more coarse structure than TM1. It
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should be reiterated that the only difference between these two quench conditions is that the TM1
specimens were held at 700˚C for 8 s, while the TM2 specimens were held for 4 s at the same
temperature. Because the Continuous Cooling Transformation (CCT) diagram is unavailable for this
material, it can only be assumed that the longer holding time for TM1 resulted in more bainite
transformation as the temperature-time curve entered the bainite window of the CCT diagram. The
longer holding time may have also resulted in more tempering of the GB for TM2, which may have
resulted in the observed coarsening for this material when compared to TM1. Although not
quantified, it is apparent that the overall microstructure of TM2 is more refined than TM1 as shown
Figure 19. Also, the measured hardness of TM1 and TM2 is similar, even though TM1 consists of
14% more martensite than TM2. Therefore, the grain refinement of the TM2 materials may have
elevated the strength (or hardness) to match that of TM1.

Figure 19: SEM micrographs for resulting quench conditions of TM1 and TM2 for Steel A
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3.1.2.2 Steel B Microstructure Results
Table 5: Critical cooling rate microstructure average area phase results for Steel B. Represented in ()
is sample error.
2.5 ˚C/s

5 ˚C/s

10 ˚C/s

50 ˚C/s

TM1

TM2

Bainite

20 (4)

33 (5)

3 (2)

-

25 (6)

40 (8)

Martensit
e

36 (15)

39 (16)

93 (1)

100

38 (4)

37 (5)

Ferrite

44 (12)

28 (16)

4 (1)

-

37 (3)

23 (5)

The microstructure of the sample quenched at 2.5 ˚C/s consists of ferrite (44%), bainite (20%), and
martensite (36%). Micrographs of this quench condition can be seen in Figure 20 a. and c. Large
grains of ferrite (F) can be seen in this microstructure, appearing both within and around martensite
grains. The martensite (M) appears lath-like and can be seen throughout the microstructure at grain
boundaries and junctions. There is also bainite (B) visible in this microstructure, appearing as
carbides within the ferrite matrix. Very course carbides appear at a greater frequency within this
microstructure compared to the microstructures of the same quench rate Steel A. The bainite
observed in this microstructure can be described as upper bainite. Upper bainite is characterized by
finely dispersed plate-like carbides found inside a ferritic matrix. This could mainly be due to the
change in phase area of fraction between both steels at this quench rate with, with Steel A being a
mainly bainitic microstructure. Very course carbides can be seen within the resulting microstructure
for a quench rate of 2.5 ˚C/s which may be described as granular bainite and lower bainite. This
bainite is characterized as martensite or retained austenite islands within a ferritic matrix oriented
along the same axis as stated before. The bainite mainly seen within the microstructure of this quench
rate could be described as upper bainite, with some instances of granular bainite being observed.
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The resulting microstructure of the sample quenched at 5 ˚C/s consisted of bainite (33%), ferrite
(28%), and martensite (39%). The micrographs can be seen in Figure 20 b. and d. The microstructure
of the quench rate 5 ˚C/s shows larger phases of microstructural constituents than the quench 2.5 ˚C/s.
Compared with the quench rate of 2.5 ˚C/s, the microstructure of the sample quenched at 5 ˚C/s is
more coarse. In this sample, the area phase fraction of bainite has increased while the area phase
fraction of ferrite has decreased. The area phase fraction of martensite has marginally increased.
There is an increase in granular bainite visible within this matrix, but the bainite of this
microstructure continues to be mainly composed of upper bainite. The decrease in ferrite and increase
in bainite result in an increased measured hardness for this quench rate.

Figure 20: SEM micrographs for resulting quench conditions of 2.5 ˚C/s and 5 ˚C/s for Steel B
The microstructure of the sample quenched at 10 ˚C/s consists of bainite (3%), martensite (93%), and
ferrite (4%). This can be seen in Figure 21 a. and c. The resulting microstructure from this quench
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conditions is almost entirely martensitic. The martensite observed is lath martensite with small grains
of ferrite and bainite between laths. There are also a few small areas of very fine carbides between
laths, which may be indicative of auto-tempering. The resulting hardness of this quench condition is
much greater than for the quench rates of 2.5 ˚C/s and 5 ˚C/s. The increase in martensite at this
quench rate compared with the same quench rate for Steel A is mainly based on the increased carbon
content in Steel B. The martensite appears to have formed at prior austenite grain boundaries and
there is no granular bainite observed.
The resulting microstructure of the specimen quenched at 50 ˚C/s for Steel B can be seen in Figure 21
b. and d. This is to be expected given quench rate. The hardness values from this specimen also
support this finding, being around 559 HV. The microstructure is primarily lath martensite with some
very small spherical carbides scattered through the lath. There are several very small grains of fine
carbides within the lath martensite as well and appear spherical in shape. The appearances of these
very fine grains of carbides may indicate auto-tempering occurring in the Gleeble. When compared
with the sample cooled at the same cooling rate for Steel A, the phases of carbides in between the
martensite grains are smaller in area and the quality of the carbides are finer.
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Figure 21: SEM micrographs for resulting quench conditions of 10 ˚C/s and 50 ˚C/s for Steel B
The microstructures of TM1 and TM2 for Steel B are composed of martensite, bainite and ferrite. The
microstructure of TM1 consists of bainite (25%), martensite (38%), and ferrite (37%). The
microstructure of TM2 consists of bainite (40%), martensite (37%), and ferrite (23%). In both
resulting microstructures GB could be observed. More GB was observed in TM2 than TM1. There
was no observable difference between the coarseness of the microstructures, but TM2 retains more
bainite compared to TM1. It can be assumed for Steel B that a longer holding time results in a
microstructure with less bainite and more ferrite. For both conditions the area phase fraction of
martensite remained nearly constant. The amount of martensite appears greater in TM1 but a small
amount and in the micrographs quantified it is clear some area of the microstructure contains larger
areas of martensite than others, but overall it may have less martensite. There is more GB observed in
TM2 than TM1, but this may be due to tempering of coarse carbides and martensite islands into
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ferrite. The measured hardness for both conditions are similar, being 320 and 326 HV for TM1 and
TM2 respectively. The change in hardness is likely caused by increased bainite and decreased ferrite
in TM2 compared to TM1. Both TM1 and TM2 appear to have a similar coarseness as the
microstructures quenched at 2.5 ˚C/s and are less coarse than the microstructures from the sample
quenched at 5 ˚C/s. TM1, TM2 and the quench rate of 5 ˚C/s have similar percent area phases, but
different hardness. As the quench rate of 5 ˚C/s produced a more coarse microstructure, it is likely
that areas being indented where primarily martensitic. TM1 and TM2 both have more refined
microstructures, there for a greater mix of phases possibly being indented during hardness testing.

Figure 22: SEM micrographs for resulting quench conditions of TM1 and TM2 for Steel B

3.1.3 LS-Dyna Simulation Results
3.1.3.1 Steel A Simulation Results
The volume fractions of the as-quenched phases for Steel A were predicted through the LS-Dyna FE
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simulations and the results can be seen in Table 6. Please note that these simulation used the
suggested default model parameters in the LS-Dyna user manual. The most accurately predicted
volume phase fraction by the simulation was from the quench rate of 50˚C/s. A fully martensitic
transformation was predicted by the simulation which was found from observation and hardness
testing in the sample. For the other constant cooling rates were not able to predict the correct asquenched microstructures with much accuracy. For the 2.5 - 10˚C/s tests, the model tended to over
predict the ferrite phase fraction transformed and under predicted the martensite and bainite phase
fraction. The activation energy values used in LS-Dyna for ferrite (Q 2 ) and bainite (Q 4 ) from
austenite were optimized for use with 22MnB5 grades of press hardening steel. This could mean the
default activation energy values for simulations using higher carbon steels may not simulate correctly
the phase decomposition. Omer et al. [27] have shown that an appropriate calibration of the activation
energy parameters can lead to better predictions of sub-critical phase transformation for 22MnB5.
Using this methodology the activation energies where optimized for this steel and the results are
presented in section 4.1.4.1. Another model parameter which may have contributed to the poor
predictions is the austenite grain size which was not measured in this work. The austenite grain size is
a component of the Kirkaldy rate equation used to predict the decomposition of austenite. For the
TM1 and TM2 quench conditions, the models over predicted the bainite and ferrite content and under
predicted the martensite content. The transformation predictions for predicted hardness and phase
volume fraction for all of the cooling rate (except 50 ˚C/s) specimens were inaccurate. The predicted
(using default LS-Dyna model parameters) volume phase fraction results can be seen in Table 6. The
results for the average hardness, the predicted hardness with default Q R parameters, and the predicted
hardness with optimized Q R parameters are presented in
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Figure 23 for Steel A.
Table 6: The Measured (M) and Predicted (P) as-quenched microstructure constituents for Steel A
2.5 ˚C/s
P
M

5 ˚C/s
P
M

10 ˚C/s
P
M

50 ˚C/s
P
M

TM1
P
M

TM2
P
M

Bainite

23

70

21

67

39

67

-

-

75

59

77

45

Martensite

1

17

3

29

4

32

99

100

13

37

13

51

Ferrite

76

13

76

4

57

1

1

-

12

4

10

4

3.1.3.2 Steel B Simulation Results
The results for the volume fraction of the as-quenched phases produced by the LS-Dyna were
extracted from the results of the FE simulation and the values from the default parameters can be seen
in Table 7. The simulation accurately predicted the resulting microstructure for the quench rate of 50
˚C/s, similar to the simulation with Steel A. All other as-quenched microstructures were not
accurately predicted. The simulation, as a possible result of being tuned to accurately predict the
phase decomposition of Usibor1500, over predicts ferrite for the volume phase fraction results for
higher carbon steels. Like before, martensite and bainite continue to be under predicted, but for the
case of this steel, the underprediction of martensite is significant. For the quench conditions of TM1
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and TM2, the model continues to over predict bainite and under predicts ferrite. Steel B, more than
Steel A, has relatively balanced area phase fractions, and the simulation results have proven to favor
one phase over the others due to the bias of the activation energies. The hardness predicted by LSDyna are also in poor agreement with the measured hardness. The results for the default LS-Dyna
hardness of each quench condition can be found in Figure 24 and Table 7. The austenite grain size
was also not measured in this study and therefore not used a parameters to tune *MAT_244 for this
steel to improve the as-quenched microstructures predicted by LS-Dyna. The optimized results and
activation energies can be seen for Steel B in section 4.1.4.2. The average hardness, the predicted
hardness with default Q R parameters, and the predicted hardness with optimized Q R parameters are
presented in Figure 24 for Steel B.
Table 7: The Measured (M) and Predicted (P) as-quenched microstructure constituents for Steel B
2.5 ˚C/s
P
M

5 ˚C/s
P
M

10 ˚C/s
P
M

50 ˚C/s
P
M

TM1
P
M

TM2
P
M

Bainite

25

20

34

33

4

3

-

-

75

25

75

40

Martensite

4

36

5

39

85

93

99

100

22

38

23

37

Ferrite

72

44

61

28

11

4

1

-

3

37

2

23

3.1.4 LS-Dyna Optimization
3.1.4.1 Steel A Optimization Results
Table 8: The Measured (M) and Optimized Predictions (O) as-quenched microstructure constituents
for Steel A

Bainite

2.5 ˚C/s
O
M

5 ˚C/s
O
M

10 ˚C/s
O
M

50 ˚C/s
O
M

TM1
O
M

TM2
O
M

67

63

72

1

60

60

70

67

67
59

-

59

45

Martensite

14

17

35

29

27

32

99

100

40

37

40

51

Ferrite

18

13

2

4

1

1

-

-

-

4

-

4

A simple optimization study was conducted to optimize the *MAT_244 activation energy values of
ferrite (Q 2 ) and bainite (Q 4 ). This optimization was only based on the constant cooling rates of 2.5, 5,
and 10 ˚C/s. Convergence was based on the percent error between the predicted volume fractions and
measured area fraction. The default values of Q 2 and Q 4 were 10324 and 15068 J/mol, respectively.
The optimized values of Q 2 and Q 4 were found to be 12174 and 15314 J/mol, respectively. In this
optimization study, Q 2 was first modified until convergence had been achieved. The convergence was
achieved when the percent areas between the measured and simulated phases became as close as
possible in value. The elevated activation energy for ferrite slowed the ferrite transformation. This
was then able to reduce the predicted ferrite and increased the predicted amount of bainite. The
increase in bainite activation energy (Q 4 ) had a smaller effect on predicting the ferrite transformation.
The final percent error between the observed and the simulated area fraction of bainite were between
3% and 9%. The final Vickers hardness from the simulation were 303, 382 and 374 HV for 2.5, 5 and
10˚C/s, respectively. Due to the improved prediction of phase transformation for the optimized
simulations, the resultant prediction of hardness also improved as shown in Figure 24. The optimized
activation energies were also applied to the simulation for the cooling rate of 50˚C/s, TM1, and TM2.
The Vickers Hardness values for TM1 and TM2 (381 HV, 381 HV) improved but the predicted phase
distribution of TM1 over predicts the bainite content and under predicted martensite content.
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Figure 23: The average measured and predicted hardness for each quench rate for Steel A
3.1.4.2 Steel B Optimization Results
Table 9: The Measured (M) and Optimized Predictions (O) as-quenched microstructure constituents
for Steel B
2.5 ˚C/s
O
M

5 ˚C/s
O
M

10 ˚C/s
O
M

50 ˚C/s
O
M

TM1
O
M

TM2
O
M

Bainite

13

20

26

33

1

3

1

-

16

25

16

40

Martensite

21

36

57

39

97

93

99

100

83

38

82

37

Ferrite

66

44

17

28

2

4

-

-

1

37

2

23

A simple optimization study was conducted to optimize the *MAT_244 activation energy values of
ferrite (Q 2 ) and bainite (Q 4 ). This optimization was only based on the constant cooling rates of 2.5, 5,
and 10 ˚C/s. The methodology for convergence deviated from the previous optimization study on
Steel A. The simulated volume phase fractions were not able to converge in a similar manner to the
previous study, and the percent error between the cooling rate for each phase of bainite and
martensite remained distinct. The difficulty in achieving convergence was similar as described in
section 2.2.5.1 and may be due to the increase in bainite between the quench rate of 2.5 and 5 ˚C/s.
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Therefore, the methodology to achieve the most accurate activation energies to replicate the measured
phase fractions became based on when convergence of the standard deviation between the percent
error for bainite and martensite. The bainite activation energy (Q 4 ) was chosen when the standard
deviation for bainite and martensite converged. The default values of Q 2 and Q 4 were 10324 and
15068 J/mol, respectively. Using the method stated above the optimized values of Q 2 and Q 4 were
found to be 10914 and 15538 J/mol respectively. The final percent error between the observed and
the simulated area fraction of ferrite were 52%, 52%, and 47% for 2.5, 5, and 10 ˚C/s respectively.
The final percent error between the observed and simulated bainite were 37%, 33%, and 76%. The
final percent error for martensite was found to be 44%, 44%, and 4%. The elevated activation energy
for ferrite slowed the ferrite transformation. The elevated activation energy for bainite slowed the
bainite transformation. The activation energy for ferrite was found to be less in the optimization study
for Steel B than in the optimization study for Steel A. The activation energy for bainite was found to
be more in the optimization study for Steel B than in the optimization study for Steel A. The
optimized values for the activation energies improved the hardness results for 2.5, 10, and 50 ˚C/s the
most. The hardness results for these quench conditions are 274, 547, and 571 HV respectively. The
hardness values for 5 ˚C/s, TM1 and TM2 were improved slightly by the optimized activation
energies. The hardness results for these quench conditions are 420, 403, and 403 HV respectively.
The simulated hardness now over predicts the hardness for these particular quench conditions. These
three quench conditions have the most balanced phase area fractions, which holds them in contrast to
the other three quench conditions which mainly produce one phase over the others. Due to these
distinct difference between the area phase fraction of 2.5, 5, and 10 ˚C/s, satisfying optimization
values could not be produced with the converged Q 2 and Q 4 values.
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Figure 24: The average measured and predicted hardness for each quench rate for Steel B

3.2 Part II - Short Cycle Tempering
3.2.1 Hardness Results
3.2.1.1 Steel A
The effect of increasing tempering temperature shows a significant reduction in hardness for all the
samples tempered from 0.5 to 15 s for Steel A. The heating and cooling tempering profiles for Steel
A can be seen in Figure 26. The hardness results gathered from each sample can be seen in Figure 25.
At the tempering temperature of 300 ˚C, hardness of all specimens begins to decrease. In general for
all samples held from between 100 to 300 ˚C, the hardness remains unchanged at approximately 548
HV within an average deviation of 7 HV. The 15 and 5 s hold times result in a softer microstructure
overall, but the hardness is maintained from 100 to 200 ˚C. The hardness also appears to peak for the
sample tempered for 15 s for 300 ˚C and the sample held for 5 s at 200 ˚C. The maximum hardness
occurs in the sample tempered for 15 s at 100 ˚C. The hardness of the specimens tempered for 1 s
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increase compared to the other conditions at 400 and 500 ˚C. This may be the result of the
precipitation hardening in the matrix. Precipitation hardening can slightly increase hardness at lower
tempering temperatures as recrystallization cannot occur [36]. The higher hardness observed around
300˚C for the samples tempered for 0.5, 1, and 2 s may be due to high heating rates and its effect on
when carbides precipitate compared with conventionally tempered samples at the same temperature
[34]. There is a difference in hardness between the samples tempered at 300 ˚C for 0.5 and 15 s. The
resulting microstructures can be seen in section 3.2.2.1. A possible cause for this result of the increase
in hardness for the sample tempered at 300 ˚C for 1 s is an increase in microstructure refinement
compared with the sample held for 15 s. The standard deviation is also slightly larger for the lower
tempering temperatures than for the higher ones, which may be due to martensite tempering,
coarsening of the carbides, or nucleation of carbides changing the hardness of the material throughout
the sample. In a paper by Judge et. al [65] it was found that for cycle times from 300-400˚C for 1 s
hardness measurements where more greatly varied than in the conventionally tempered counterparts
of the same hardness.
The general trend of martensite softening as tempering temperatures increase is likely due to the
recovery and recrystallization of martensite which begins to transform into equi-axed ferritic grains
as carbides precipitate out of the metastable martensitic microstructure [35]. It appears that the rate of
precipitate transformation between the shorter (0.5, 1 s) and longer (5, 15 s) hold times at the elevated
tempering temperatures is not as significant due to the previously observed drop in average hardness
of 20 HV for the 15 s specimens. The softening effect due to an increased tempering temperature has
a more significant effect on hardness. In the paper by Gunnardottir and Basurto [59], the softening of
the microstructures in that study produced similar trends for comparable tempering temperatures. The
decrease in the magnitude of hardness as tempering temperature increases behaves similarly to what
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was observed in the tempering of Steel A for 0.5 s.

Figure 25: The resulting average hardness measurements for all tempering conditions and both hold
times for Steel A
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Figure 26: Heating and quenching profiles of the tempering cycle performed on Steel A for all
temperatures and times fraction of heat up time to temperature is much longer for smaller times this
may also be influencing your results
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3.2.1.2 Steel B
The effect of increasing tempering temperature shows a significant reduction in hardness for all the
samples tempered from 0.5 to 15 s for Steel B. The heating and cooling tempering profiles for Steel A
can be seen in Figure 28. The average hardness measurements from each tempering condition can be
seen in Figure 27. Similar to Steel A, at 300 ˚C the hardness for each sample begins to decrease. For
tempering times of 100 ˚C, a major difference between the hardness of Steel A and B can be seen in
the samples tempered at each time; the hardness for all the tempering times increase, with the
exception of 15 s. The hardness of the sample tempered for 1 s at this temperature increases in
hardness the most. This particular sample has an average hardness of 650 HV. This hardness is 45
HV above the hardness of the sample which had no post quenching heat treatment. These results may
reveal a steel like Steel B may increases in hardness during a paint baking cycle. The hardening of
microstructure of this steel after tempering at low temperatures for short cycles may be a result of
precipitation hardening. The hardness for all samples begins to decrease after 300 ˚C after an initial
hardening. The hardness decreases at a similar rate to that of Steel A. A convergence of the hardness
of Steel A and B begins to happen between 300 and 400 ˚C. The hardness of the samples tempered
for 1 s maintain a higher average hardness compared with the other tempering conditions. In the same
tempering hold for Steel A, a similar trend of this tempering condition producing on average harder
samples can also be seen. Similar to Steel A, the standard deviation is slightly larger for the samples
tempered at lower temperatures than higher ones. This once again may be due to the nucleation and
coarsening of carbides throughout the matrix, creating areas where there are large hardness
differences. The extent to which Steel B softens compared to Steel A at higher temperatures and
longer holds is greater. This is indicative that Steel B is more sensitive to temperature during
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tempering than Steel A due to the extremes in hardness that can be seen.

Figure 27: The resulting average hardness measurements for all tempering conditions and both hold
times for Steel B error bars needs for hardness measurements as well as units on legend
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Figure 28: Heating and quenching profiles of the tempering cycle performed on Steel A for all
temperatures and times
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Comparisons of the hardness of Steel A and B for the same tempering hold can be seen in Figure 29.
The changes in hardness for Steel A and B can be clearly seen in Figure 29 a. where the peak
temperature of Steel B at 100 ˚C is almost 100 HV greater than Steel A. Steel A has an average
change per hardness measurement of 56 HV and Steel B has a average change per hardness
measurement of 60 HV after 300 ˚C. The softening of Steel B is much greater than steel at 700 ˚C.
This can be seen in Figure 29 e., where the final hardness measurement for Steel B is 15 HV less than
for Steel A.
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Figure 29: Average measured hardness for Steel A and Steel B. The figures a-e represent resulting
hold times for both steels for the tempering times 0.5-15 s error bars needed for all graphs
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3.2.2 Microstructural Analysis
3.2.2.1 Steel A Microstructural Results
Below are the resulting microstructures for the samples of Steel A tempered at 300, 500, and 700 ˚C
and one fully hardened sample. The tempering times chosen where 0.5s and 15s. The different
tempering times and temperatures create a variety of resulting conditions in the final microstructures
as shown for the 300-500-700˚C tempering conditions for both 0.5 and 15 s in Figure 31-Figure 33.
In Figure 30 micrograph of the fully hardened microstructure for Steel A can be seen. Each specimen
before tempering began with the microstructure of Figure 30.
At a tempering temperature of 300˚C the observed resulting microstructure is almost entirely
martensitic for both tempering times. For a tempering time of 0.5 s the visible martensite has fine
concentrated carbides within martensite grains and at prior austenite grain boundaries. The martensite
observed is mainly lath martensite and it doesn’t appear that many carbides have precipitated. This is
confirmed by almost no change in hardness from the untempered sample. In contrast to the samples
tempered at 300˚C, the fully austenitized without heat treatment samples showed few fine carbides.
Mainly small amounts of very course, spherical carbides can be seen in the microstructure. When
held for 15 s at 300˚C, the micrographs show a number of large, coarse carbides that precipitate as
shown in Figure 31 b. These observations suggest that carbides are in the beginning stages of
nucleation at a tempering time of 0.5 s. Tempering for 15 s results in softening due to carbide
coarsening [68]. These observations occur at a small scale for this tempering temperature.
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Figure 30: Fully quenched microstructure for Steel A

Figure 31: SEM micrographs of sample tempered at 300 ˚C for Steel A
The specimens tempered at 500 ˚C both contain clearly precipitated carbides as shown in Figure 32 a.
and Figure 32 b. The carbides coarsen and then begin to appear ubiquitously throughout the
microstructures. In general, the 0.5 s tempered specimens have more finely dispersed carbides than
the 15 s specimens. The carbides also appear coarser for the sample tempered for 0.5 s and the
density of carbides within the microstructure is lower. More carbides appear within the lath
martensite structure for the material tempered for 0.5 s than for the material tempered for 15 s. For
both tempering times, it is likely that precipitate nucleation is complete. It is also likely that
martensite has begun precipitating into ferrite and cementite. This stage is referred to usually as Stage
4 in carbon steel tempering. Areas of ferrite can be seen for both tempering times. The small
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difference in hardness could be due to a large amount of carbides visible within the microstructure of
the sample tempered for 0.5 s. Less martensite also appears to have tempered in the samples held for
0.5 s. In a paper by Lee et. al [63], a delayed carbide formation at higher temperatures and a
nucleation of small carbides at 450˚C was observed for 15 s in a 0.45C steel. The implication here is
that nucleation of carbides is not as far along for the sample tempered for 0.5 s than for the sample
tempered for 15 s. Improved mechanical properties, such as the ones seen by Judge et. al [65] may
occur for the shorter tempering times over a longer tempering period.

Figure 32: SEM micrographs of sample tempered at 500 ˚C for Steel A
The specimens tempered at 700˚C had a mixed microstructure of martensite, ferrite and coarse
precipitates. The specimen tempered for 0.5 s appears to retain more martensite, which can be seen in
Figure 33 a. compared with the specimen tempered for 15 s which can be seen in Figure 33 b. Some
small, spherical carbides can be seen which suggest cementite refinement at these higher
temperatures, similar to what was observed by Sackl et. al [64]. Their work observed tempering heat
treatments up to 700˚C may be able to limit dislocation recovery. This reduction can provide
increased nucleation sites for the formation of fine, dispersed cementite precipitates. Several very
coarse irregular shaped carbides can also be observed within the microstructure of both samples.
There are large band-like islands of martensite dispersed throughout the ferrite matrix in the
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microstructure of the sample tempered for 0.5 s composed of many small cementite particles. There
are some large carbide particles still visible in the ferrite matrix as well as long needle like martensite
islands in a ferritic matrix [33]. The sample tempered for 15 s shows tempered martensite cementite
particles in a range of sizes in a ferritic matrix.

Figure 33: SEM micrographs of sample tempered at 700 ˚C for Steel A
3.2.2.2 Steel B Microstructural Results
Below are the resulting microstructures for the samples of Steel B tempered at 300, 500, and 700 ˚C
and one fully hardened sample. The tempering times chosen for FE-SEM observation where 0.5s and
15s. The different tempering times and temperatures create a variety of resulting conditions in the
final microstructures as shown for the 300-500-700 ˚C tempering conditions for both 0.5 and 15 s in
Figure 35-Figure 37. In Figure 34 a micrograph of the fully hardened microstructure for Steel B can
be seen. Each specimen of Steel B, before tempering, began with the microstructure of Figure 34. In
Figure 34, some very large, coarse carbides can be seen in the lath martensite structure of this sample.
But compared with the fully quenched microstructure of Figure 30, there are fewer of these very
small carbides. Both fully austenized micrographs contain grains of very small carbides but the
sample from Steel B shows smaller grains of these carbides than Steel A. The martensite of Steel B
also has several areas of the very dense small carbides on the lath.
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At tempering temperatures of 300 ˚C the observed microstructures for both hold times are, similar to
Steel A, almost entirely martensitic. There are several very coarse carbides observable in the sample
tempered for 0.5 s compared with the sample tempered for 15 s. The sample tempered for 15 s has
many large grains of very fine, densely packed carbides which are not spherical. In contrast, the
sample tempered for 0.5 s has much smaller pockets of these densely packed carbides, but these
carbides appear even finer. There is also more lath martensite visible in the microstructure of the
sample tempered for 0.5 s versus the one tempered for 15 s. The martensite appears to have begun to
temper in Figure 35 b. compared with Figure 35 a. The hardness difference between the samples
tempered for 0.5 and 15 s at 300 ˚C for Steel B are greater than that of Steel A. The softening at this
temperature is already more distinct in the microstructures as well. The emergence of very large
grains of slightly coarser carbides, and an increase in overall grain size may be contributing to the
hardness difference. The coarsening of the carbides at this hold time is also apparent and also results
in microstructure softening. The sample held for 0.5 s continues to retain larger areas of lath
martensite as well as produce fewer carbides. There are some very coarse carbides visible, but the
majority of the carbides observed where finer than those found in the samples held for 15 s. These
observations occur at a very small time scale for the tempering temperatures.

Figure 34: Fully quenched microstructure for Steel B
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Figure 35: SEM micrographs of sample tempered at 300 ˚C for Steel B
The samples tempered at 500 ˚C for Steel B contain precipitates carbides and some martensite. This
can be seen in Figure 36 a. and b. The carbides have begun to coarsen in both microstructures, but the
amount of carbides visible in the specimen held for 0.5 s is greater than that of the specimen held for
15 s. The density of carbides is also higher in the sample held for 0.5 s compared with the 15 s. The
15 s hold also appears to contain more tempered martensite. Precipitation of carbides is likely to be
complete at this temperature and the martensite has begun precipitating into cementite and ferrite.
Areas of ferrite can be seen in both tempering conditions, but there is more observable ferrite in the
specimens tempered for 15 s. The difference in hardness could be due to a large amount of carbides
visible within the microstructure of the sample tempered for 0.5 s as well less martensite appears to
have tempered in the samples held for 0.5 s.
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Figure 36: SEM micrographs of sample tempered at 500 ˚C for Steel B
The specimens tempered at 700 ˚C have a mixed microstructure of martensite, ferrite, and coarse
carbides. The specimens tempered for 0.5 s and 15 s appear to contain similar amounts of carbides,
which can be seen in Figure 37 a. and b. The carbides in both microstructures appear to be mainly
irregular in shape. The carbides in the sample tempered for 0.5 s appear to be coarser than the ones
tempered for 15 s. The carbides in the sample tempered for 15 s have likely coarsened due to the
longer hold time. Some spherical carbides are visible in both microstructures, but not as many are
visible compared to Steel A Figure 33 a. and b. The martensite in the sample held for 15 s appears to
be more tempered than the sample held for 0.5 s. Both microstructures appear to have produced bandlike islands of martensite dispersed throughout the ferrite matrix. The microstructure of the sample
tempered for 15 s appears to have finer bands than the sample tempered for 0.5 s. The sample held for
0.5 s also shows some long, needle like martensite islands in the ferritic matrix.
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Figure 37: SEM micrographs of sample tempered at 700 ˚C for Steel B
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4 Conclusions and Recommendations

4.1 Conclusions
In this study, two separate aspects related to press hardening of high carbon boron steels (steel A
and B) were studied. In Part I, the austenite decomposition model used to simulate press
hardening (FE model) was optimized using experimental data from constant cooling rate trials in
which the final volume fractions of the resultant phases were quantified. Part II of this work
investigated the effect of short cycle tempering on the softening and microstructural evolution of
the fully hardened steels. Based on the finding presented, the following conclusions can be made
from the results of this study.
4.1.1 Part I – Austenite Decomposition Model Optimization
•

Gleeble tests were conducted on both 1800 MPa grade of boron steel and the quench
conditions for TM1, TM2, 2.5, 5, and 10 ˚C/s resulted in mixed-phase microstructures
consisting of ferrite, martensite, and bainite. A cooling rate of 50 ˚C/s both microstructures
resulted in a fully martensitic microstructure.

•

The resulting microstructure of Steel A was highly bainitic at critical cooling rates which
allowed it to maintain high final hardness measurements compared with Steel B for TM1,
TM2, 2.5, and 5 ˚C/s. These hardness differences between Steel A and Steel B where 78, 77,
33, and 42 HV for TM1, TM2, 2.5, and 5 ˚C/s respectively

•

The resulting microstructure of Steel B for the sample quenched at 10 ˚C/s was mainly
martensitic, unlike the sample created from the same quench rate for Steel A. This resulted in
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a large hardness difference between the two of 155 HV. The resulting hardness between the
samples of Steel A and B quenched at 50 ˚C/s resulted in higher hardness measurements for
Steel B. The resulting hardness difference was found to be 10 HV.
•

LS-Dyna was used to simulate the Gleeble tests for both steels and predict the phase
transformations using the default model parameters and measured steel chemistry for the hot
stamping material model *MAT_244. The resulted showed poor agreement with the measured
as-quenched phases in both causes

•

A simple optimization study was conducted and showed that an increased ferrite activation
energy resulted in a more accurate prediction of the measured phases for all of the tests. The
resulting optimization for Steel A proved more successful than Steel B. This may be due to
the highest bainite content measured being found in the microstructure of the sample cooled at
5 ˚C/s, making convergence difficult to achieve between all percent errors.

•

Due to the difference in hardness at the critical cooling rates, Steel A may be a better
candidate for tailored die quenching.

4.1.2 Short Cycle Tempering
•

The hardness of the as-quenched microstructure for both steels is significantly harder
than the hardness of the microstructure tempered at 700 ˚C for all tempering times.

•

There is a small increase in hardness for the samples tempered at 300 ˚C for 0.5, 1, and 2
s compared with the samples tempered for 300 ˚C for 5 and 15 s in Steel A. This may be
due to the precipitation hardening affect.

•

There is an increase in hardness for the samples tempered at 100 ˚C for 0.5, 1, 2, and 5 s
compared with the samples tempered at the same temperature for 15 s in Steel B. This
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may be due to the precipitation hardening affect.
•

Steel B initially increases in hardness compared to Steel A before softening at similar
rates for each temperature after 300 ˚C. At a tempering temperature of 600 ˚C, Steel B
softens more than Steel A for tempering times of 15 s.

•

The initial the microstructures of both steels for the samples tempered at lower
temperatures are mainly martensitic with some finely dispersed carbides. The samples
tempered for 0.5 s retain more fine carbides in the martensitic matrix, while the samples
tempered for 15 s retain very little. The microstructure of the samples tempered at 700°C
is a mix of martensite and ferrite, while the sample tempered for 0.5 s contain more
martensite than the sample tempered for 15 s.

4.2 Future Work
To better understand the affect of critical quench rates and short cycle tempering on the resulting properties of
both steels, the following recommendations should be considered for future work. For both experiments,
mechanical testing must be performed to better understand the resulting strength of the material after heat
treatment and conclude if the strength has been improved. For the short cycle tempering experiments,
candidate tempering temperatures and times from the collected hardness data should be selected. V-bend and
tensile specimens should be created at those tempering parameters for the purpose of deformation testing. A
LS-Opt simulation should be used to further improve the LS-Dyna parameters for the quench rates and
chemistries of Steel A and B. Improvements which can be made to the simulation of the phase decomposition
of Steel B should be explored further. As well the CCT for both Steel A and B should be found to better
understand the expression of phases in both materials during critical cooling.
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